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Abstract

Background: Advance care planning (ACP) often occurs too late in the disease course of those who are affected
by brain tumors. Furthermore, the perspectives of brain tumor stakeholders on ACP are not well described. We
reviewed a social media tweet chat to understand barriers to ACP experienced by brain tumor stakeholders.

Methods: We used qualitative methods to analyze a tweet chat (real-time virtual discussion) of brain tumor
stakeholders. The one-hour tweet chat was hosted by Brain Tumor Social Media chat (@BTSMchat), a patient-
run Twitter community, in January 2018. Participants reflected on four questions about ACP by including the
hashtag “#BTSM” in tweets. Unique tweets and stakeholder type (i.e., patient, caregiver, advocate or organ-
ization member, clinician or researcher, or @BTSMchat leader) were coded. The tweet chat was qualitatively
analyzed to identify key themes.

Results: A total of 52 participants from four countries contributed 336 tweets. Most participants were patients
(people with brain tumors), followed by clinicians or researchers, and advocates or organizations. Three key
themes emerged regarding brain tumor stakeholder perspectives about ACP: (1) attitudinal barriers prevent
discussions of death; (2) need to ensure one’s voice is heard; and (3) Goldilock’s approach to timing—fearing
ACP is too early or too late.

Conclusions: Various stakeholders, including people with brain tumors, shared perspectives on ACP through a
tweet chat and highlighted important challenges and opportunities. Twitter is a new avenue for patients, clinicians,
and advocates to engage with each other to better understand each other’s perspectives related to ACP.
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been utilized by patients with serious illnesses for community building, digital legacy, or illness narrative formation, as well as by clinicians and researchers to identify stakeholder perspectives in various oncological fields. We analyzed a BTSM tweet chat of brain tumor stakeholders related to perceived barriers to ACP conversations.

Methods

Context

The @BTSMchat organization consists of five patients and one caregiver. As a group, they sponsor monthly tweet chats with one of the organizers designated as the #BTSM leader for the tweet chat. @BTSMchat hosted a tweet chat (Sunday, January 7, 2018) about ACP among brain tumor stakeholders. The BTSM tweet chat leader introduced four questions for one hour: (1) Why might people, regardless of health status, want to have an ACP conversation with their loved ones? (2) What do you think prevents people from having ACP conversations and creating an advance directive? (3) Have you had an ACP conversation with your loved ones? Why or why not? (4) What qualities do YOU look for in choosing someone to be your medical decision maker/healthcare proxy?

Followers of #BTSM engaged in a live discussion, answering each question, and responding to each other’s tweets. After the tweet chat, with support from the @BTSMchat organization, the authors downloaded the publicly available tweet chat transcript and conducted a qualitative descriptive analysis. The project was determined to be Not Human Subjects Research by the Colorado Multiple Institutional Review Board. Content in a public Twitter chat is accessible. This analysis, although not research, most closely resembles a retrospective qualitative analysis of observed behaviors based on existing documentation.

The chat was voluntary, accessible, open, and available to any Twitter user. Participants were Twitter users who joined the tweet chat by including “#BTSM” in tweets during the scheduled time (6–7 PM Pacific Standard Time). The authors identified participants’ stakeholder types based on their public Twitter profile or self-identification during the chat. Categories included patient, caregiver, advocate or organization member, clinical provider or researcher, @BTSMchat tweet chat leader, and unknown. Participants contributed their own thoughts to the discussion, called a unique tweet, or they could repost what another participant had written, which is known as a “retweet.” There were 11 participants who were unable to be categorized based on their Twitter profile or tweet chat participation. The tweets (5) and retweets (11) from these 11 individuals were excluded from analysis.

Data analysis

We used qualitative approaches because our primary goal was to seek an understanding of a particular phenomenon from the perspective of those experiencing it (e.g., Brain Tumor Stakeholder Twitter community). The analysis focused on unique tweets rather than retweets. Using thematic analysis methods, two authors inductively and deductively developed a codebook of 22 codes to identify meaningful or common ideas (online Supplementary Appendix A1). They then independently coded unique tweets and met multiple times to identify key themes.

Results

There were 52 tweet chat participants, including 21 patients, 5 caregivers, 12 advocates or organizational members, and 14 clinicians or researchers. Table 1 shows the gender, country of origin, and number of tweets from each stakeholder category, including the BTSM tweet chat leader. Brain tumor type and disease status were infrequently reported. Multiple types of brain tumors were represented (glioblastoma, astrocytoma, meningioma, ependymoma, and ganglioma), as well as a few participants with other forms of cancer. Participants generated 536 tweets, including 336 (63%) unique tweets and 200 retweets. Most unique tweets were from patients, followed by advocates and organization members.

Three key themes emerged from brain tumor stakeholders relating to ACP. Table 2 highlights quotes from the tweet chat relating to each theme.

Theme 1: Attitudinal barriers prevent discussions of death

Attitudinal barriers to discussing death and dying were described by multiple stakeholders and identified as significant obstacles to ACP. Stakeholders recognized seemingly pervasive discomfort in discussing death and dying. They also shared a belief that death and dying is only relevant to those who are old or unhealthy. To reduce the impact of these beliefs on death and dying as barriers to ACP, stakeholders discussed the need to normalize mortality and ACP conversations. For example, as noted in the title quotation: “(ACP) makes people uneasy, but it’s necessary. #BTSM.”

Table 1. Description of Participants and Number of Tweets by Stakeholder Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristicsa</th>
<th>Unique Tweet (n)</th>
<th>Retweet (n)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patientb</td>
<td>21 (33)</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>73 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet chat leader</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caregiver</td>
<td>5 (7.9)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical provider or researcherc</td>
<td>14 (22)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocate or organization</td>
<td>12 (19)</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>68 166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>30 (48)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>16 (25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>17 (27)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>3 (4.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2 (3.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>2 (3.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>41 (65)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>15 (24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aCharacteristics based on self-description during tweet chat or public Twitter profile.
bIncludes BTSM tweet chat leader.
cMedical specialties or disciplines included oncology, hospice and palliative medicine, neurosurgery, and pharmacy. BTSM, Brain Tumor Social Media.
Table 2. Themes with Examples of Stakeholder Tweets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Stakeholder tweets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theme 1: Attitudinal barriers to discussing death</td>
<td>“I tried to bring up advance care planning with an oncologist and they told me I was too healthy and didn’t need to worry about it. OMG.” (#BTSM Leader)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Seems it is socially taboo to talk about death. There are also cultural &amp; spiritual traditions or beliefs that may hinder the conversation. Fear. Lack of awareness of how the conversation should be started.” (Advocate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“One issue caregivers have is raising the issue of AD at or near time of diagnosis. We have a problem across all cancers of patients not discussing AD early because it implies ‘not fighting’. Thoughts from the community?” (Clinician)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme 2: Need to ensure one’s voice is heard</td>
<td>“I talked with hubby and sister about what’s life means to me, what losses I would tolerate, when I’ll be ready to go.” (Patient)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“When that moment arrives, often the ‘clear head’ scenario you would like to have had, is engulfed with emotion and other challenges. Planning ahead allows a more objective view.” (Patient)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme 3: Goldilock’s approach to timing</td>
<td>“By the time I could [have ACP], he had so many cognitive difficulties. Very fast progression. If I could change one thing, I’d have wanted to talk about it more, so I didn’t wonder where he would stand on my life going forward once he was gone.” (Advocate, Caregiver)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“My experience is that patients are reluctant to discuss AD when they are 1st learning of their disease, difficult information about prognosis &amp; need for neurosurgical intervention. Difficult to discuss AD when we are educating patient regarding disease and how to fight.” (Clinician)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I’d guess fear that talking about it makes it more ‘real’ while you are still trying to get an initial grasp on the fact that you may be needing it shortly.” (Patient)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACP, advance care planning; AD, advance directive.

**Theme 2: Need to ensure one’s voice is heard**

The concepts of autonomy, agency, and control were important throughout the tweet chat. Expressing preferences to decision makers and loved ones relieved stakeholders of uncertainty and allowed patients to preserve autonomy and choose their course of care after they were unable to express themselves. Stakeholders shared that ACP helped to decrease confusion and emotional decision making, especially in emergency situations, and allowed for more objective decision making based on previous discussions. ACP aided loved ones in focusing on the person who is dying, rather than struggling to make decisions to which they may or may not know the answers. Stakeholders discussed the importance of objectivity in preserving the patient’s voice to avoid allowing the decision maker’s emotions and beliefs to impact decisions.

**Theme 3: Goldilock’s approach to timing—fearing ACP is too early or too late**

The concept of “Goldilock’s approach to timing” was demonstrated by stakeholders’ descriptions of lacking a time that was “just right” for ACP discussions. In the tweet chat, physician stakeholders discussed difficulties of having ACP conversations too early in the diagnosis, and other stakeholders viewed early ACP as the physician “giving up” on the patient. Alternatively, caregivers stated how they sometimes waited too long to have ACP conversations, and by the time they realized the need for conversations, their loved ones had already cognitively declined past the ability to discuss their preferences. Some patient stakeholders stated that talking about ACP made it more “real” and that engaging in such discussions felt as though they were giving up.

**Discussion**

A diverse and international group of brain tumor stakeholders engaged in ACP discussions with a range of knowledge and comfort. The interactive virtual discussion highlighted attitudes and knowledge gaps that stakeholders must overcome to have ACP discussions. Brain tumor stakeholders identified challenges and suggestions for how clinicians can better meet the ACP needs of patients and caregivers.

Tweet chats are an accessible format in which people from different backgrounds, areas of expertise, viewpoints, and geographic locations can engage in discussions with each other about their experiences. As such, tweet chats may be an innovative virtual platform for stakeholder engagement in research. Tweet chats may represent a novel form of a focus group, creating a setting where individuals can share perspectives on topics such as ACP, death, and dying. Social media permits users a free and egalitarian digital voice in which power dynamics, which may exist during in-person interactions, are potentially restructured. Given that many social media-based advocacy communities already exist, researchers can develop partnerships to answer questions that are meaningful to stakeholders from broad geographic regions. Importantly, use of virtual forums for research studies should appropriately inform potential participants of the nature and process of participating in research.
Our analysis has specific limitations. First, the attitudinal barriers identified are potentially specific to Western culture and the culture of Western biomedicine, thus limiting the generalizability to those of similar backgrounds as the participants. Second, the stakeholders were not specifically recruited as in a research study and those who participated are limited to those who use social media and know about the BTSM Twitter community. Finally, we have limited demographic information and cannot determine if certain populations are under- or over-represented.

In conclusion, we described brain tumor stakeholder perspectives on ACP as shared during an organized tweet chat hosted by a brain tumor stakeholder organization. Next steps include research to determine how brain tumor stakeholders approach ACP discussions before and after utilizing social media as a resource, including whether ACP engagement (e.g., advance directive completion) increases outside of the digital space for participants. A stakeholder-engaged research tweet chat could also focus on crowdsourcing ways to improve ACP discussions in clinical settings.
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